
AUTOMOTIVE&CAR AUDIO FAQs:

1.What are CCA?

Cold cranking amperes (CCA) is an international standard for measuring the performance of a battery.

(CCA) is the maximum amperes that a battery can be continuously working for 30 seconds at 0°F

before its voltage drops to unusable levels. A 300 CCA battery can supply 300 amperes for 30 seconds at

0°F.

2.What is the difference between CCA, CA, MCA and HCA?

They are all measuring the cranking amperes of the battery but at different temperatures.

Cold cranking amperes (CCA) is measured at -18°C (0°F).

Cranking amperes (CA) is the same as Marine cranking amperes (MCA) is measured at 0°C (31°F).

Hot cranking amperes (HCA) is measured at 26.7°C (80°F).

1. Do OSN POWER LIFEPO4 Automotive batteries built into BMS ?

Yes ,we have designed a series LIFEPO4 Automotive batteries 12V20Ah ,12v40Ah ,12v60Ah and

12v80Ah.

The BMS with overcharge, over-discharge, over current, dynamic balancing function .

2. Do OSN POWER Car Audio Batteries can be connected in parallel ?

Yes ,you can connect our batteries flexibly according to your car systems .

3. Should I disconnect a car battery before charging?

It isn't necessary to disconnect the battery before charging. Any drain while the car is turned off will be

minimal. The charger's voltage won't be high enough to damage the car. It is important not to remove the

car's cable from the battery terminal while the alternator is going, it may cause a voltage spike called a

"load dump" surge.

6. Why OSN POWER Automotive batteries are different from others?
OSN POWER Lithium-ion automotive batteries is built into high-tech innovative BMS that is our R&D

team specifically designed to protect the lithium cells.

Features include:Internal Cell balancing

Over Charge Protection

Over Discharge Protection

Over Temperature Protection
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